LIST OF PICTURES
“ANGELA DE LA CRUZ”

00- Annex Space
MARCO, Museum of Contemporary Art, Vigo, Spain
View of the Annex Space (project room)
Photo: Enrique Touriño

01- Angela
Angela de la Cruz, 2004
Photo: Ione Saizar

02- Angela
Angela de la Cruz, 2004
Photo: Julian Hawkins

03- Angela - IFEVI
Angela de la Cruz during the production of “Stuck” at the IFEVI installations
Vigo, Spain; August 2004
Photo: Iñaki Martínez

04- Production - IFEVI
Production process of “Larger than Life” at the IFEVI installations
Vigo, Spain; August 2004
Photo: Jacobo Lorenzo

05- Production - IFEVI
Production process of “Larger than Life” at the IFEVI installations
Vigo, Spain; August 2004
Photo: Jacobo Lorenzo

06- Production - IFEVI
Production process of “Larger than Life” at the IFEVI installations
Vigo, Spain; August 2004
Photo: Jacobo Lorenzo

07- Production - IFEVI
Production process of “Larger than Life” at the IFEVI installations
Vigo, Spain; August 2004
Photo: Jacobo Lorenzo

08- Production - IFEVI
Production process of “Larger than Life” at the IFEVI installations
Vigo, Spain; August 2004
Photo: Jacobo Lorenzo

09- Production - IFEVI
Production process of “Larger than Life” at the IFEVI installations
Vigo, Spain; August 2004
Photo: Jacobo Lorenzo

10- Production - IFEVI
Production process of “Larger than Life” at the IFEVI installations
Vigo, Spain; August 2004
Photo: Jacobo Lorenzo

11- Production - IFEVI
Production process of “Larger than Life” at the IFEVI installations
Vigo, Spain; August 2004
Photo: Jacobo Lorenzo

12- Production - IFEVI
Production process of “Larger than Life” at the IFEVI installations
Vigo, Spain; August 2004
Photo: Jacobo Lorenzo

13- Production - IFEVI
Production process of “Larger than Life” at the IFEVI installations
Vigo, Spain; August 2004
Photo: Jacobo Lorenzo

14- Production - IFEVI
Production process of “Larger than Life” at the IFEVI installations
Vigo, Spain; August 2004
Photo: Jacobo Lorenzo

15- Production - IFEVI
Production process of “Larger than Life” at the IFEVI installations
Vigo, Spain; August 2004
Photo: Jacobo Lorenzo

16- Installation – Annex Space
Installation of “Larger than Life” in the Annex Space
MARCO, Museum of Contemporary Art
Vigo, Spain; September 2004
Photo: Chris Jacobs

17- Installation – Annex Space
Installation of “Larger than Life” in the Annex Space
MARCO, Museum of Contemporary Art
Vigo, Spain; September 2004
Photo: Chris Jacobs

18- Installation – Annex Space
Installation of “Larger than Life” in the Annex Space
MARCO, Museum of Contemporary Art
Vigo, Spain; September 2004
Photo: Chris Jacobs
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19- Installation – Annex Space
Installation of “Larger than Life” in the Annex Space
MARCO, Museum of Contemporary Art
Vigo, Spain; September 2004
Photo: Iñaki Martínez

20- Installation – Annex Space
Installation of “Larger than Life” in the Annex Space
MARCO, Museum of Contemporary Art
Vigo, Spain; September 2004
Photo: Chris Jacobs

21- Installation – Annex Space
Installation of “Larger than Life” in the Annex Space
MARCO, Museum of Contemporary Art
Vigo, Spain; September 2004
Photo: Chris Jacobs

22- Installation – Annex Space
Installation of “Larger than Life” in the Annex Space
MARCO, Museum of Contemporary Art
Vigo, Spain; September 2004
Photo: Chris Jacobs

23- Larger than Life
“Larger than Life”, 2004
Oil and acrylic on canvas
2,60 x 4 x 10,5 m.
MARCO, Annex Space. Vigo, Spain
Photo: Enrique Touriño

24- Larger than Life
“Larger than Life”, 2004
Oil and acrylic on canvas
2,60 x 4 x 10,5 m.
MARCO, Annex Space. Vigo, Spain
Photo: Enrique Touriño

25- Larger than Life
“Larger than Life”, 2004
Oil and acrylic on canvas
2,60 x 4 x 10,5 m.
MARCO, Annex Space. Vigo, Spain
Photo: Enrique Touriño

26- Larger than Life
“Larger than Life”, 2004
Oil and acrylic on canvas
2,60 x 4 x 10,5 m.
MARCO, Annex Space. Vigo, Spain
Photo: Enrique Touriño

27- Larger than Life
“Larger than Life”, 2004
Oil and acrylic on canvas
2,60 x 4 x 10,5 m.
MARCO, Annex Space. Vigo, Spain
Photo: Enrique Touriño

28- Larger than Life
“Larger than Life”, 2004
Oil and acrylic on canvas
2,60 x 4 x 10,5 m.
MARCO, Annex Space. Vigo, Spain
Photo: Enrique Touriño

29- Larger than Life
“Larger than Life”, 2004
Detail
Oil and acrylic on canvas
2,60 x 4 x 10,5 m.
MARCO, Annex Space. Vigo, Spain
Photo: Enrique Touriño

30- Larger than Life
“Larger than Life”, 2004
Detail
Oil and acrylic on canvas
2,60 x 4 x 10,5 m.
MARCO, Annex Space. Vigo, Spain
Photo: Enrique Touriño

31- Larger than Life + Stuck
“Larger than Life” and “Stuck”, 2004
Oil and acrylic on canvas
MARCO, Annex Space. Vigo, Spain
Photo: Enrique Touriño

32- Larger than Life + Stuck
“Larger than Life” and “Stuck”, 2004
Oil and acrylic on canvas
MARCO, Annex Space. Vigo, Spain
Photo: Enrique Touriño

33- Stuck
“Stuck”, 2004
Oil and acrylic on canvas
210 x 160 x 20 cm.
MARCO, Annex Space. Vigo, Spain
Photo: Enrique Touriño

34- Stuck
“Stuck”, 2004
Oil and acrylic on canvas
210 x 160 x 20 cm.
MARCO, Annex Space. Vigo, Spain
Photo: Enrique Touriño

35- Stuck
“Stuck”, 2004
Detail
Oil and acrylic on canvas
210 x 160 x 20 cm.
MARCO, Annex Space. Vigo, Spain
Photo: Enrique Touriño